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Abstract – Since 2000, seven million acres have burned
every year. Yet, since robust analytics are scarce, capitaliz-
ing on machine learning algorithms have the capability to
bridge gaps in decision making and effective deployment.
Despite this, a major limitation in current research is
resolution and accuracy. Utilizing public data from NASA’s
MODIS, LP DAAC, University of Idaho, and UC Irvine,
12 input features and 18,545 samples, the fire mask
at day t+1 is predicted. Compared to existing datasets
(FRY, FireAtlas, UCI Forest Fires, US Wildfires Catalog,
Globfire and European Forest Fire Information System),
this dataset contains the most variables at 1 km. resolution
with the most input features. By treating the fire mask as
binary and probability maps, regression and classification
were performed. Several novel architectures were tested
(ResNet, EfficientNet, RegNet and VGG19). A dataset
scaling algorithm helped improve resolution by predicting
data from existing points. The most optimal models were
ResNet and Efficient Net, achieving a binary accuracy of
96.58%, precision of 72.37% and mean absolute error of
0.036. Compared to current studies, this study is around
38% more precise with 0.0142 lower mean absolute error, a
significant improvement. Implementation regarding spread
was implemented in two ways. With classification data
and substituting resulting fire masks for previous ones,
the spread of a wildfire could be mapped for various days.
Additionally, with population density data and this spread,
escape routes were also predicted.
Index Terms – Wildfire Prediction, Deep Learning, Remote
Sensing, Escape Routes, Dataset Augmentation

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last few decades, wildfires have become increas-
ingly prominent, mainly as a result of human activities,
ecological and climate changes [23] [30]. That number is only
projected to grow, mainly as a result of increased population
growth and involvement [30]. Since 2000, an annual average of
70,072 fires has burned approximately 7.0 million acres yearly,
more than double the annual amount burned in the 1990s [25].
Notable examples include the 2009 Victorian bush fires in
Australia, the 2017 Portugal bush fires, and the 2018 Camp
Fire in California [23]. Wildfires directly affect the human and
ecological environments by destroying homes, wildlife habitat,
disrupting transportation, emitting greenhouse gases, cutting

power, water and gas services and hurting people and wildlife
across the globe [42] [46].

Between 1998-2017, more than 6.4 million people have di-
rectly been impacted by wildfires [46]. Buildings flagged with
“high” or “extreme” risks totaled 924,623 and 775,654, an esti-
mated value of $313 billion and $220 billion, respectively [27].
They can also greatly impact wildlife and ecological diversity.
Specifically, the gases released during wildfires can lead to
respiratory distress, neurological impairment, oxidative stress,
immunosuppression and influence wildlife behavior [33] while
serving as catalysts for diseases [4]. The gases emitted are also
estimated to contribute to 10% of carbon emissions per year
worldwide [45].

As a result, there is a great need for wildfire prediction
models optimized with deep learning [10] [40] [41]. While
robust analytics are scarce, capitalizing on machine learning
algorithms and automated resource tracking can help bridge
gaps in decision making [40]. Effective wildfire response,
specifically regarding firefighter safety and deployment of
resources, is critical for reducing the size of frequent wild-
fires [40] [47] and are essential to “minimize the bad days”
in wildfire response [47]. However, wildfire detection is very
complex and a computational and ecological challenge, mainly
due to the variability and various factors involved [32]. While
current literature has made progress regarding resolution and
accuracy (1 km), a major limitation is the pixelated resolution
and relatively low accuracy with current deep-learning imple-
mentation from this particular dataset [26].

This problem is exactly what this paper seeks to tackle
by enlarging visibility with data augmentation and expansion
techniques and improving the performance of the convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) by comparing a series of various
pre-trained models, previously not done before on this dataset.

II. DATA

In total, the dataset consisted of 18,545 samples of wildfires
all across the world. The dataset provides 12 input features at
64 km. x 64 km. resolution and 1 output feature also at 64 km.
x 64 km. resolution. The dataset is publicly available from [26]
and was individually aggregated from public datasets on
Google Earth Engine.

Specifically, daily fire mask data was provided from
MOD14A1 V6, a comprehensive dataset which utilizes ab-
solute detection of a fire to provide fire masks at 1 km.
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resolution [22]. The data was taken from NASA’s MODIS,
a product of the Land Processes Distributed Active Archive
Center (LP DAAC) [21] [43]. Topography data was provided
from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) [19]
from the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency and NASA,
which provides satellite data on elevation at 30-meter resolu-
tion [31]. Weather data (temperature, precipitation, winds,
and humidity) was aggregated from the Gridded Surface
Meteorological dataset (GRIDMET) from the University of
Idaho, providing 4 km. resolution data from the University of
California Irvine [1]. Drought data was taken from the GRID-
MET Drought: CONUS Drought Indices dataset [2], where
the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) was extracted
for the purposes of this paper. Vegetation data (National
Difference Vegetation Index) was provided by the NASA
Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) Vegetation
Indices of the Suomi National Polar-Orbiting Partn ership (S-
NPP) [18]. Lastly, population density was provided by The
Gridded Population of World Version 4 which provided world
population distribution at high resolution [11].

For this paper, the following input features were utilized:
National Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [44], Elevation,
Energy Release Component [8], Palmer Drought Severity
Index (PDSI) [15], Population, Precipitation, Specific Humid-
ity, Wind Direction, Min/Max Temperature, Wind Speed and
Previous Fire Mask (fire mask on day t). The input features
were used to output Fire Mask (fire spread on day t+1).

Any numbers that weren’t feasible in real life—i.e., popu-
lation being negative—were removed from the dataset. Figure
1 outlines the distribution of the data with appropriate data
processing.

Fig. 1. dataset statistics (NDVI: National Difference Vegetation Index;
Elevation: m.; ERC: Energy Release Component (BTU/ft2); PDSI: Palmer
Drought Severity Index; Population: persons/km2.; PR: Precipitation (mm);
SPH: Specific Humidity; TH: Wind Direction (degrees clockwise from north);
TMMN / TMMX: Min/Max Temperature (Kelvin); VS: wind speed (m/s)).

Figure 2 demonstrates 3 samples of data and the various
input and output features:

Fig. 2. three 64 km. by 64 km. samples from the training dataset. (Pre-
vFireMask: fire mask at Day t; FireMask: fire mask at day t+1 where blue is
unnamed or unclear data, red is fire, and silver is no fire).

The input features were used because they followed such

criteria: were accessible with Google Earth Engine and satel-
lite data, were available at 1 km. resolution, were publicly
available and compiled from [26] and included components
of the “fire-behavior triangle” (weather, topography and fuels),
which are influencing factors of wildfires [20].

This dataset was chosen because it includes the most
variables at 1 km resolution. Datasets like FRY [29], also
collected from MODIS, FireAtlas [5], the UCI Forest Fires
dataset [12] and the US Wildfires catalog [36] don’t provide
the input features or parameters needed for wildfire prediction
but rather the sum burned area each day. Other datasets have
also aggregated data from MODIS but none provide the same
level of input features or with the same resolution as this one.
Some examples include a study from Morocco [34], Globfire
[7] and EFFIS (European Forest Fire Information System)
[17].

III. METHODS

A. Deep Learning Application
Deep learning was implemented with TensorFlow

(https://www.tensorflow.org/) and Keras (https://keras.io).
The dataset was split into training (80%, n=14,836) and
testing (20%, n=3,709) data. The training set is larger dataset
used to train regression models to extract pertinent features
while the test set is utilized to evaluate real performance of
the model against new data. Deep learning was implemented
with K-Fold Cross Validation (k=5) [6], meaning the input
and datasets consisted of different samples with each iteration.
For cross validation, the dataset was divided into separate
folds, where the test dataset alternated between the folds. The
average of the output statistics was taken. This yields a more
accurate assessment of the model and prevents overfitting
(when a statistical model fits exactly or “memorizes” its
training data). Across all models, an initial learning rate of
0.001 was utilized with a batch size of 100 and 75 epochs.
We also utilized dataset augmentation techniques, extracting
random 50 km. x 50 km. sections which helps introduce
regularization and prevent overfitting [16]. Since pretrained
models like ResNet are only fit three input channels as it
is pertinent for image classification, the input layers were
adjusted for the 64 km x 64 km resolution and 12 input
features. A reshape layer was added to output to produce a
single 64 x 64 array or the Fire Mask at day t+1. For all the
models, Adam was used as the optimizer, which utilizes back
propagation for stochastic gradient descent during training to
enhance loss [28].

We first employed ResNet Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) architecture. To solve the degradation / vanishing gra-
dient problem (as the gradient approaches zero, it is eliminated
when reaching the deeper layers of the network), ResNet
utilizes residual skip connections [24]. ResNet employs skip
connections via addition, calculating the identity function of
the output of the previous layer and adding it to the next,
preserving the gradient [3]. The architecture was tested with
the 50- and 101-layer versions, ResNet50 and ResNet101
respectively.

We then tested EfficientNet CNN architecture. Efficient-
Net utilizes compound scaling which uniformly scales the

https://www.tensorflow.org/
https://keras.io
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network’s width, depth and resolution with a set of fixed
scaling coefficients in order to capture finer patterns of the
input images [38]. The fixed equation for compound scaling
is given by: α ∗ β2 ∗ γ2 ≈ 2 where α is depth, β is width
and γ is resolution. For the EfficientNet architecture, we
tested the base EfficientNet-B0 Network and the EfficientNet-
V2S network, which utilizes a combination of training-aware
neural network search and scaling to decrease overfitting and
minimize loss, making the model more accurate but utilizing
less memory [39].

Third, we tested VGG CNN architecture which utilized
16 or 19 weight layers to achieve higher depth and better
performance while maintaining simplicity [37]. We tested
VGG-19 which is a version of this architecture with 19 layers.

Lastly, we utilized the RegNet CNN architecture. RegNet
utilizes a series of multiple stages each individually containing
a series of multiple standard residual bottleneck blocks with
group convolution, yielding higher accuracy and flexibility.
Since RegNet is not defined by fixed parameters like other
models but rather a quantized linear function that uses selected
parameters, RegNet has much greater flexibility with param-
eter choice [35]. We tested RegNet with the X002 variant of
the architecture.

B. Prediction Approaches
We utilized both classification and regression approaches in

order to predict the fire mask at day t + 1. All architectures
were tested in both approaches.

The first was binary classification. The fire mask was treated
as a binary map where each 1 km × 1 km unit represented
either ‘fire’ or ‘no fire’. Binary Cross-Entropy was utilized as
the loss function:

L (ŷ,y) = − 1

m

m∑
i=1

yi log (ŷi) + (1− yi) log (1− ŷi)

To assess the performance of the binary classification model,
the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve was uti-
lized. ROC graphically represents the true positive rate (TPR)
or the proportion of correctly identified positive instances
versus the false positive rate (FPR) or the proportion of
incorrectly identified negative instances at various thresholds.
The Area under the ROC (AUC) as well as binary accuracy
were utilized to evaluate the performance of the classifier.

The second prediction approach was regression. The fire
mask was treated as a probability map where each unit
represented the likelihood of a fire between 0 and 1. Mean-
Squared Error was utilized as the loss function:

MSE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2

To assess the performance of the model, Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) is used. MAE is the average of the absolute
differences between the predicted output fire mask and the
actual fire mask at day t+ 1:

MAE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|yi − ŷi|

C. Non-Deep Learning Models

For base comparison, two non-deep learning models were
implemented: Logistic Regression and Random Forest.

The Logistic Regression model was implemented with Ten-
sorFlow. Adam is utilized as the optimizer with a learning rate
of 0.001. To implement logistic regression, the input features
are flattened into a 1D array which is fed into a Dense layer
with Sigmoid activation. Binary Cross-Entropy is used as the
loss function. This model was trained with 75 epochs and was
tested for classification.

The Random Forest model was implemented with SciK-
itLearn (https://scikit-learn.org/). Random Forests utilize a
series of decision trees that are trained on different subsets
of the input data. By accounting for this variance, random
forests reduce the risk of overfitting and bias [9]. Like the
logistic regression model, the inputs and outputs were flattened
and reshaped to adjust for the various features and 2D arrays.
Random Forest was utilized for regression.

Like the deep learning models, the regression models were
evaluated with MAE while the classification models were
evaluated with Binary Accuracy and AUC.

D. Dataset Scaling Algorithm

In order to address the issues of resolution, dataset augmen-
tation via scaling was utilized. An example of the implemen-
tation of this algorithm on a 3x3 array is displayed in Figure
3.

Fig. 3. the data expansion algorithm utilized for a simple 3x3 array to be
converted to a 5x5 array.

The algorithm makes predictions for data points based on
neighboring data points. The algorithm was utilized to convert
the 64 km x 64 km features to 127 x 127 features at 0.5
km resolution as well as to 253 x 253 features at 0.25 km
resolution. From these arrays, random 100 x 100 and 200 x 200
0.25-km samples were extracted. The prediction was derived
from two scaling functions: average and random integer in
between the neighboring values.

Two different approaches were tested. The first approach
consisted of scaling the 12 input features and maintaining
the 64 km x 64 km resolution of the output arrays while the
second approach consisted of scaling both the input and output
features. The approaches were tested to determine if scaling
the input arrays yielded better performance in the model by
making finer patterns between the data points.

https://scikit-learn.org/
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E. Escape Route Algorithm

We present FireSight, an algorithm for mapping the spread
of the wildfire and creating effective escape routes. By sub-
stituting the t+1 prediction as the previous fire mask, we
can predict the fire masks for t+2, t+3, . . . Similarly, by
utilizing such predictions, escape routes can be created. Uti-
lizing population density, the center of the area of greatest
population density was isolated. With this start point, the
algorithm iterates through neighboring values, determining the
point furthest from the fire. Figure 4 demonstrates a flowchart
of the algorithm process for one iteration.

Fig. 4. Flow chart depicting one iteration of the FireSight algorithm; continues
until the end of the map is reached.

Assuming that individuals can travel 4 km. in one day,
the FireSight algorithm continues this process of finding the
furthest neighboring values from the fire until it reaches the
end of the map.

IV. RESULTS

A. Binary Classification

By treating the fire masks as binary maps, classification
was implemented. Binary Accuracy, AUC and Precision were
utilized to evaluate the performance of the model.

We first tested logistic regression for comparison. Imple-
mented with a batch size of 100 and 75 epochs—any further
epochs were computationally expensive, led to further over-
fitting and didn’t yield significant performance increases, the
logistic regression model yielded a binary accuracy of 0.9179,
AUC of 0.5107 and precision of 0.050.

Classification was then implemented with the deep-learning
architectures. Through preliminary testing, a batch size of
100 and 75 epochs were optimal for both performance and
computational cost. The models were implemented with K-
Fold Cross-Validation and the average statistics were taken
across all folds. The results across different architectures are
illustrated in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Average Epochs vs. Binary Accuracy, AUC, and Precision
with ResNet50, ResNet101, EfficientNet, EfficientNetV2S, RegNetX002 and
VGG19 for Training and Testing Sets

With 20,837,272 parameters, EfficientNtV2S performed the
best across all folds achieving a Binary Accuracy of 0.9658,
an AUC of 0.5836 and a Precision of 0.7183 on the test dataset
while barely overfitting as the performance on the training set
was poorer than the test dataset.

B. Regression

By treating the fire masks as probability maps, regression
was implemented. MAE was utilized to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the models.

For comparison, a Random Forest model was tested. The
model was implemented with a batch size of 50 and 10 epochs
as further epochs were very computationally expensive without
significantly better performance through preliminary testing.
The Random Forest achieved an MAE of 0.0840.

We then implemented regression on the deep-learning archi-
tectures. Through preliminary testing, a batch size of 100 and
75 epochs were reasoned to be optimal regarding computa-
tional demand, accuracy and preventing excessive overfitting.
A total of five folds were implemented for K-Fold Cross-
Validation and the average was taken across all folds for
MAE. The MAE loss for the training and test sets for the
best-performing fold is demonstrated in Figure 6. The average
MAE loss across all folds for both training and test datasets
are displayed in Figure 7.

Fig. 6. Epochs vs. MAE Loss for Fold 1 with ResNet50, ResNet101,
EfficientNet, EfficientNetV2S, RegNetX002 and VGG19 for Training and
Testing Sets

Fig. 7. Average Epochs vs. MAE Loss across all folds with ResNet50,
ResNet101, EfficientNet, EfficientNetV2S, RegNetX002 and VGG19 for
Training and Testing Sets

With 51,079,104 parameters, ResNet101 performed the best,
achieving an average testing MAE of 0.0359. However, the
model can be quite computationally expensive with that many
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parameters. When measuring MAE to parameter ratio, Reg-
NetX002 performed the best with only 2,580,544 parameters
and a MAE of 0.0374.

C. Dataset Scaling

We applied the dataset scaling algorithm towards improving
the resolution of the model. It was utilized to extract 120x120
0.5-km regions from the current samples. Two approaches
were tested: one in which only the input parameters were
scaled (Approach 1) and one in which both parameters were
scaled (Approach 2). The approaches were tested with differ-
ent prediction equations: average where the average cross the
neighboring values were taken and random where a random
integer between the two values was taken.

We utilized the best performing algorithms from the re-
sults above, specifically EfficientNetV2S for classification and
ResNet101 for Regression. The results are shown below in
Figure 8.

Fig. 8. Average regression and classification results across 5 folds utilizing
ResNet101 (Regression) and EfficientNetV2S (Classification) with 120x120
0.5-km samples obtained with dataset scaling.

The results highlight that Approach 1 with Average per-
formed the best since the model was able to determine finer
patterns across the input features and better predict the loca-
tions of the fire maps. The model achieved a MAE of 0.0365,
Binary Accuracy of 0.9660, AUC of 0.5730 and Precision of
0.7237, better than the base-models.

D. FireSight Implementation

After predicting wildfires, Fire Sight was utilized to trace
the spread of a wildfire over the course of one week. The
wildfire spread and escape route is illustrated in Figure 9.

Fig. 9. example of fire spread (red) across 1 week (t=7 days) and the predicted
escape route (green).

V. DISCUSSIONS

From the experiment, ResNet101 and EfficientNetV2S per-
formed the best for classification and regression, respectively.
They each had low levels of overfitting with a 0.002 difference
in MAE between training and testing for ResNet101 and an
increase of 0.01 in AUC and 0.0182 in precision, clearly
demonstrating low levels of overfitting.

Several explanations can explain the increase in perfor-
mance for both EfficientNetV2S and ResNet101. A more
modern approach, EfficientNetV2S utilizes compound scaling
to capture finer patterns at different scales, often beneficial for
classification tasks. In contrast, ResNet101 is more traditional
with a large number of layers, often better suited to regression
tasks which require complex feature extraction. In addition, the
performance can best be explained since these architectures are
computationally simple but yet deeper-level architectures with
higher levels of parameters, allowing the model to notice finer
patterns and make better predictions.

Compared to current literature, the model yields better accu-
racy with similar levels of input features. In comparison to the
study by Huot [26], the model has 38.77% higher precision and
29.96% increased AUC which allows the model to make more
accurate predictions. In addition, specifically for regression
for wildfire spread, compared to work by Cruz [13] [14],
the MAE of 0.142 lower, a significant improvement. Overall,
the model both yxields better performance and is able to
incorporate better resolution. In addition, contrary to previous
studies, we present FireSight which is a new algorithm for
predicting spread of wildfires and determining optimal escape
routes based on population.

However, there are several limitations to consider in this
study. First, some resulting fire maps were offset towards
the center of the screen, a result of the final Dense output
layer. Second, the dataset scaling algorithm that we presented
doesn’t actually make real data points but rather predictions
from neighboring points as approximations introducing some
limitations. Lastly, the wildfire spread was traced utilizing
predictions and does not reflect real fire masks. Especially
since the model is trained to predict the fire mask at t+1 and
not the wildfire spread itself.

Future research can include adapting the GEE code to
include fire maps on multiple days (t+2, t+3, t+4. . . ) to
accurately map progression rather than just a resulting fire
map. The dataset scaling algorithm can also be modified to
incorporate more neighboring values rather than just the ones
surrounding the point to make more accurate predictions. In
addition, we can utilize further dataset augmentation tech-
niques to reduce the problems with overfitting and attain
higher levels of resolution.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Utilizing deep learning with both classification and re-
gression, we were successfully able to predict the fire mask
from the 12 input features and assess the performance with
MAE, Binary Accuracy, Precision and AUC. We also present
FireSight, serving as a tool to find escape routes by tracing fire
map spread. Compared to current literature, the model is more
accurate with greater number of input features and resolution.
While further research is necessary to create a more concrete
system for effective firefighter response and civilian safety, our
model can serve as a better method for predicting wildfires
with higher-resolution features. Future research can focus on
utilizing deep learning to specifically predict spreads and
incorporate more input parameters to maximize efficiency and
determine relationships which contribute to wildfire spread.
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